
My science fair project is 

The dispersing of 

pesticides



Problem Statement

Gardeners need a way for bugs to not eat their plants 
without harmful pesticides so that our food is organic 
and not harmed by pesticides. 



My problem is that there are hundreds of forms that use harmful 
pesticides that hurt humans in many ways. When humans use pesticides 
and others eat it, it can cause health issues such as cancer. It is caused 
by people eating unnatural food but even if you don't want to eat it. It is 
expensive and hard to find. It affects everyone and we want to stop it from 
happening so people won't die and get cancer. It happens on almost 
every farm because without it farmers lose their plants to bugs.

Research



Criteria and Constraints

Constraints

● Money 
● Space
● MaterialsCriteria

● How good is the dispersal?
● How good is the pesticide?
● Did the plant survive?



Possible Solutions

● First solution is, get homemade pesticides 
with no unnatural chemicals. That doesn’t 
harm the plant or the bugs.

● Some type of solution where bugs can’t 
get near the plants kinda like a wall.

● Or you can put your plant inside so 
bugs can’t reach it.



Prototype Designs

Prototype 1 Prototype 2 Prototype 3



Make Natural Pesticides

Step 1: Puree one bulb of garlic
Step 2: Add one small onion with the garlic
Step 3: Add one teaspoon of cayenne pepper powder

Reminder: The liquid turns green after one day if 
you leave it out of the refrigerator. Also put soap 
in the liquid if your eyes start hurting in the 
making of it.



Testing the PesticidesPrototype 1

● This prototype killed 7/10 bugs.

● The prototype is really great to use but it’s really 
hard to make.

● To use it you going to need a syringe.



Prototype 2

● This prototype killed 3/10 bugs 

● This prototype didn’t fit in 
our plant but it still worked. 

● The prototype spilled a lot of 
juice but it still worked a little.



Prototype 3

● This prototype killed 2/10 bugs.

● The spray bottle went everywhere 
but it worked a little.

● It wasn’t as good as I thought it 
would be because the juice we put 
went everywhere on the plant, the 
floor, but it only killed two bugs.



Conclusion

The circle was very difficult to make. The square didn’t fit it wasn’t 
symmetrical. The spray bottle worked but not too much. Gardeners now 
have a way for bugs to not eat their plants with our dispersal of pesticides. 
If your a gardener or someone who knows a gardener you should follow 
these steps to help your garden.



● Create something that helps gardeners.
● Make something that kills bugs that eat your bugs.
● Make sure to not use harmful pesticides or even pesticides in 

general.
● When we created this I didn't know if it was going to work but it 

actually worked so now gardeners can get what they wanted if 
they wanted it.

● First we put our prototype on the plant, then we put the syringe 
(not for the spray bottle) in the hole and the juice should go in 
the plant.

● The spray bottle (it’s pretty much self explanatory) should be 
close to the plant then the juice should spread far and work (for 
us it spreaded far but it didn’t do anything) really good.

 Lab Notes



Resources
https://www.homedepot.com/b/Outdoors-Garden-Center-Outdoor-Plants/N-5
yc1vZc8rg?NCNI-5&searchRedirect=plants&semanticToken=d20r20r00g22
000100_202201072248057903187470951_us-east4-fxc4%20d20r20r00g22
000100%20%3E%20rid%3A%7B9ea0a36b3a20901fafe834eb519a595c%7
D%3Arid%20st%3A%7Bplants%7D%3Ast%20nr%3A%7Bplant%7D%3Anr
%20nf%3A%7Bn%2Fa%7D%3Anf%20qu%3A%7Bplant%7D%3Aqu%20qr
%3A%7Bplant%7D%3Aqr

https://www.homedepot.com/s/flexible%20pipe

https://www.traderjoes.com/home/products/pdp/rose-wate
r-facial-toner-061905

P.S. This facial toner link is to get the spray bottle


